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Candi4ates vie ·for votes at campus forum
"Nothingtruly has been accomplished
to
make student life better at this uniSTAFF REPORTER
versity," he said. Mann tossed out some
Student Body President Jason DiBona of his ideas to improve student life. One
looked around at the small crowd gathered ofthose ideas is an SGthat draws up new
t.o attend the presidential candidate forum. and innovative proposals to fund more
"This is preaching to the choir," he money for education. Mann said these
proposals would be an addition to, not a
mumbled.
At first it seemed that the incumbent replacement for, the rallying and other
would be doingnothingmore than giving lobbying that DiBona's administration
his views t.o a crowd that consisted mostly . has done.
Miµm complained about the 25 cent
of Student Government members, most
of them DiBona supporters. But as time Activity and Service Fee hike and the
went on and speeches grew more impas- project the money will fund, the on-camsioned, more students stopped to listen pus shuttle system. Mann said that if
and consider the views ofDiBona and his elected he will ditch the shuttle project and
challengers, David Mann and Steven divert that money to other student services.
DiBona and Mann debated over the
Wick. Most of the time the forum served
as a chance for Mann arid DiBona to legality of diverting money that have aldebate and criticize each other's policies. ready been setaside. Butlater,AdministraStudent Body Vice president Mark tion and Finance Director John Bolte said
Dogoli told the students that "a year is he thought SG would be able t.o divert the
not enough" t.o finish the work that he money, although it would take some time.
"It would take some pretty signifiand DiBona started last year. DiBona
said that the main focus of SG would be cant, careful action to put that money
lobbying to secure more funds for UCF. somewhere else," he said. "You might be
"Students have three concerns and able to change that intent and purpose,
that's education cuts, education cuts and but I don't think you could do it by the
more education cuts," he said.
stroke of a peh."
Mann, who ran against DiBona last
Mann and DiBona also feuded over
year, criticized the his administratio~.
the location of a future parking garage.
by Sandra Pedlclnl

Student body presidential candidates debate issues on the campus
Green Thursday. cM1chae10eH0091FuruRE)
DiBona wants the garage nearthe arena, garage is placed near the Visitor's Cenwhere it will divert traffic away from the _ter, no more land will be torn up because
already crowded Gemini Boulevard and the area is already paved.
its surrounding areas. Mann wants the
Mann also addressed the issue of
garage near the Visitor's Center, where SG's scholarship committee, which conhe thinks it will be more accessible to
students. Mann said that if the parking
FORUM continued page 3

Tags offer alternative to stickers

SG picks experience
for chief justice post

by Ann Sikes

by Jennifer Schutte

Hangtags OKed
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The Parking and Traffic Committee decide to introduce the experimental usage of rear-view mirror
hangtags in lieu of parking stickers.
During a meeting Jan. 31, the committee agreed
that the targeted students for these hangtags would be
those who have constant access to more than one car
and others who would prefer to hang the tag instead of
placing a sticker on their bumper.
The hangtags would enable students who have
several cars in their household to park any of those
cars on campus, providing they display their tags on
the rear-view mirror of their car. The tags would be
registered to the individual it is issued to, who would
then be responsible for its usage.
The price has been tentatively set at up to, but not
exceeding , 25 to 50 percent of the current price of
parking stickers, which is $36. It is only on an
experimental basis and a specific group of students
has been targeted. Committee Chairman Dr. Roger
Wayson said he believed the price of the hangtags
should be more than that of the stickers~ Committee
member Ina Carpenter agreed, saying, "For those who
want them, they'll have to pay for the convenience."
Committee Member and Student Body President
Jason DiBona suggested prices that would not be such
a vast difference from the stickers. Carpenter then
explained that it would not be fair for one person to pay
$38-$40 for one sticker, when others could pay nearly
the same amount yet have that extra convenience of
multi-car usage, not to mention the fact that this

TAGS continued page 4

ACHTUNGl TICKET BUYERS
Jennifer Finch, from Tampa, waits at the
Kiosk Friday afternoon to buy U2 tickets.
Tickets went on sale 10 a.m. Saturday. The
Feb. 29 Lakeland show sold out in 3 minutes and the March 1 show at the Miami Arena
sold out in 10 minutes. (Chartas K.Morrow1FuTURE)

CLASSIFIEDS page 8

The Student Senate approved a new chief justice,
Jason Lazarus, to the Judicial Council Feb. 6.
Lazarus served as assistant chiefjustice under Emily
Rado, who graduated in the fall.
"He would be a perfect choice to come in under
Emily. Really, you need someone with experience to
come in and run meetings," said Student Body President Jason DiBona.
·
"It's pretty much a promote from within.situation
so you know what's going on," said Bob R. Cherry,
. attorney general, "His duties are to call, preside over
and insure the integrity of all Judicial Council meetings. I believe he's absolutely competent to carry out
the job."
DiBona said he was looking for "someone who has a
general honesty ab~ut him. I think he [Lazarus] can
serve as a good; unbiased arbitrator. Jason was the
most experienced member of the council; He was the
most involved with the process."
Lazarus s~d that he was happy about his new
position, but added that not many students know what
the Judicial Council does.
"We're the highest board on campus. We do disciplinary hearings. We also do Student Government
hearings. We have the power ofjudicial review. Most
students aren't aware that they have a choice of
going before Student Affairs [for a hearing], where
the dean's handle it or going in front oftqeir peers,"
Lazarus said.
DiBona said, 'They have almost a more serious role

JUSTICE continued page 3
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Sun Sparcstation IPC

.V

::::>

• 25MHz CMOS SPARC integer processor,
13.4 SPECmarksperformance
• 25MHz SPARC ·floating-point processor
• Expandable to 48MB RAM
• SCSI, Etherne~, 2 serial, audio in/out ports
• Compact desktop packaging

• 17" Grayscale Monitor, 1192 x 900 resolution
• BMB RAM
• 207MB Internal SCSI Drive
• 1.44MB 3.5" Floppy Drive
• SunOS 4.1.1 Rev B & OpenWindows 2 pre-installed
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•Two internal SBus expansion slots for frame buffers
and customized 1/0
•Add up to 15.6 -Gigabytes of external storage using
1.3GB SCSI disks
• Desktop Storage Packs: add ,207MB, 424MB SCSI drives,
644MB SunCD, or 150MB 1/4" SCSI Tape drive
• Desktop Storage Modules: add 2.3GB Bmm Tape Backup

•
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•Almost all the applications that you've used on IBM
compatibles, are available for the Sun, including
WordPerfect and Lotus 123
• OpenWindows graphical interface f.o r ease of use and
productivity
• Multi-tasking--load up several programs and switch between
them as you n~ed , even leave the others running in the background
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EXPIRES MARCH 31. 1992
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ANYTHING

AND

EVERYTHING.

The UCF Computer Store is located across fromrCEBA I and II (Business and Engineering), next to Biology. Our store hours are 8:30am to 4:30pm Monday through Thursday, and 8:30am to 4:00pm
Friday. We accept cash, personal checks (up to $200.00), cashier's (teller's I certified) checks, VISA, MasterCard, and Discover. Our phone numbers are: Main Store & Software 823-5603, Apple
Macintosh Sales 823·5434, Sun Microsystems Sales 823-5226, Creative (IBM Compatible) Sales 823-5643, IBM Sales 823·5226. Come in and visit our showroom. We have price lists available on all our
lines. Prices and availability subject to change without notice.
·
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"Kim Atwood is that person,
and that is why she's my
STAFF REPORTER
choice and really is my only
Last month, Student Govem- choice to be chief election commentsenatorsrelentlessly blasted missioner," he said.
Atwooddefendedherselfon the
chief election commissioner appointee Kirn Atwood for paying senate floor by saying she had
too much attention to herpersonal reachedthegoalsshehad setwhen
she had served as assistant chief
life while on the job.
But at Thursday's SG meet- election commissioner.
"Nothing has been done
ing, several of the senators who
had originally voted against wrong," she said.
Atwood went on ro tell the senAtwood spoke in apologetic
voices as she stood in front of ate that while serving as assisthem again for confirmation.
tant, she had taken over many of
"A lot of times, we can make the chiefs duties. She also rold
a mistake," said Sen. Meredith them ofthe goals she is working on
Miller apologetically.
for future elections, including
Miller's had been one of the Scantron voting in the fall.
11 no votes that spelled out a
The speeches seemed to conrejection for Student Body Presi- vince the senators.
Sen. Ana Bugdadi had critident Jason DiBona's appointment of Atwood last month.
cized Atwood for not answering
Afterthe vot.e, DiBonaasserted her questions helpfully and had
that the senators had made a bad also originally voted againsther.
decision, and he sent her through But on Thursday, she had a
change of heart.
the process again.
"I really do think that she
DiBona stood in front ofsenators on Thursday and told them would do a great job," she said.
Miller said the fact that
the election commission needs a
leader who is knowledgeable and Atwood chose to undergo senate
experienced in election commis- confirmation again showed her
dedication to the position.
sion work.
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by Sandra Pedicinl

.
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Sen. John Shadgett, who
had voted for Atwood's appointment last month, commended
her for appearing before the
senate again.
"To know that some of us
have spoken less than kind
words about Kim... she's got
guts," he said.

Atwood's confirmation passed
with24ro3.
She will be responsible for overseeing the student body presidential elections which willbeheldFeb.
17,18 and 19. Results will be in
Thursday's issue of The Future.
After the meeting, DiBona
said that senators need ro take

M~dia

more time and care in the confirmation process ro avoid future problems.
In other SG n.ews, the senat.e
vot.ed to confirm Eric Fett.er as a
senator for the college of Arts
and Sciences and Jason Anderson as election commissioner for
the Brevard Campus.

grapples with sex

the roles of men portrayed as
demanding
and aggressive. He
STAFF REPORTER
uses the fairytale ofSnowWhite
"Sex is dirty so save it for some and the situation comedy ~e
one you love," said Jay Friedman, Wonder Years" as examples.
director of the Institute on RelaHe said "The Wonder Years"
portrays women as aliens that
tions, Intimacy and SexWility.
Friedman spoke in the Stu- can not be understood.
"The problem is that we do
dent Center Auditorium about
this topic and other ·paradoxes not understand each other. Men
in the sexual messages· of the and women often look at each
media as part of Rape Aware- other as aliens," Friedman said.
'We think it's just women that
ness Week on campus.
"My parents never talked to have these stereotypes... men have
me about sex." Friedman said he these pressures as well." Men are
learned abOut what female bodies supposed to ask the women out on
look like by lOQking at the pictures dates and prove their manhood by
in National Geographic. He n~w having int.ercourse with women,
has a minor in women's studies he said. Men are also victims of
from Cornell University and gives homophobia, thefearofbeingperpresentations about sexuality to ceived as gay, he added.
all age groups across the country.
Friedman also spoke of the
"We are sexual from the negative message given to
womb to the tomb, and we should women because of the phrase
be improving on it all the time," "lose your virginity." He added
that in Europe the message is
Friedman said.
He talks about the horrors of more positive when women
his sexual education in school as, make their "sexual debut."
"Pictures ofhuge genitals on slides
"There is a big difference in
our societies," he said.
with things growing on them."
Friedman hopes to teach
Friedman sees the roles of
women portrayed by the media people that sexuality is·a natuas nurturing and passive and ral, healthy part of our lives.
Jennifer Burgess

Q

SELF SUPPORT
Student body presidential ticket David Mann and Warren ' Foley put up campaign
signs around campus Feb. 11. {Bridget c1arklFUTUREl

FORUM
FROM PAGE 1
sists of students ang administrators. Mann said he feels deciding who gets scholarships
should not be a student decision
but should be handled solely by
administrators. There is too
much room for bias when students decide, he said.
"You don't just give out free
money on a whim," he said.
He criticized SG's Jobs for
Students program, which the
SGSenate initially rejected then
passed the following week. The
program diverted scholarship
money to pay students for six
new jobs in the library.

-

DiBona did his share ofcriticiz- money- the "anti-Greek" label.
ing too. He dismissed Mann's proMann defended his decision.
posal to remove the vice president He said that since all students pay
from his current role of presiding activity and service fees, that
money should only fund groups
over senate meetings.
"I would say that would be a that every student can join, not
frat.emities and sororities, which
nightmare," DiBona said.
Mann feels that taking away have selective membership.
But, he told the audience, that
the vice president's role in runningsenatemeetingswouldmake doesn't mean he is anti-Greek.
"A lot of my best friends are
the senate more effective and less
influencedbytheexecutivebranch; in fraternities and sororities,"
DiBona feels that taking the posi- he said. "I don~t think that those
tion away would widen the rift people who know me well think
I hate Greeks."
between the two.
Steven Wick, who ran because
During the forum, Mann tried
to shed a label that'~ been at- he didn't want to see DiBona run
tached to him ever since he spoke unopposed, said that he felt the
againstfundingthe Greek system incumbenthasdone"adamngood
with Activity and Service Fee job" this year. His comment met

with applause and cheers from
DiBona supporters.
He and his running-mate,
Carmen Pellosie, said that UCF
can'tcountongettingfunding:from
a state legislature that supports
mainly University of Florida and
Florida Stat.e University. Both
said that UCF has to concentrate on integrating with the
business and research community and possibly getting government contracts for research.
Wick criticized SG' s soon-tobe-implemented drop-off day
care program.
"Is this really the right time
to be expanding student services when we can't get classes?"
he asked.
·

JUSTICE
FROM PAGE 1
than some ofus do when it comes
to student life. They hear cases
from the dean's office."
Cherry added that, "they are
called upon from time to time
by the dean of students to hear
disciplinary appsals. Normally
it's for cases of cheating or
stealing or something like that.
They [the judicial council]
have the power to recommend
someone to be expelled from
the university or suspended or
do community service."
Lazarus said, "It's good for
people to know what's out
there."
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Sun.shines on Brevard campus
by Ericka Newsome
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Along-negotiated settlement
between the U.S. Air Force and
the Florida Solar Energy Center along with $3.4 million in·
state funds, will be used to build
new research facilities at the
Brevard Community College/
UCF campus in Cocoa.
After five years of.negotiations, the FSEC and the Air
Force have agreed to terminate FSEC's lease on its 16acre site near the south. entrance of the Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station.
Repres~ntatives from the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
which handles Department of
Defense property actions, have
already presented $2.4 million
of the $2.9 million settlement to
FSEC. The balance will be paid

l'
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Wednesday Noon, Room 214 Student Center

Father Ashmun Brown,
D. Min., Chaplain

All Welcome

(407) 823-2482

HANG TAGS
FROM PAGE 1

Professional Stylists

would go against the limited
usage of the tags for the time
being.
In addition, the committee
considered the likelihood oflost
revenues due to the loss of sales
from the 20 percent of student
that tend to buy more than one
sticker per semester.
The committee intends to
have the hangtags as a minority
relative to the parking stickers.
They agreed that -the reasons
for this are many: enforcement
problems arise when students
forget to place the t;ags on the
rear-view mirrors, causing complications regarding who to believe or not; theft increases
have been known to be corr-elated with hangtags; excessive sharing of tags could decrease sales revenues and difficulties in tracing vehicles to
their owners; and an increase
of man-hours for enforcement
would be needed.
"Everybodythatlhavetalked
to within a university state system that hashangtags says they
are awful," Carpenter said.
When the topic of complete
conversion from the sticker to
the hangtags came into the discussion, it was not well received.
Committee member Richard
Turkiewicz said that it would
essentially defeat the purJ)ose

Walmart Center
10661 E. Col. Dr.
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The most reusable piece ofplastic on campus.
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The ti1&T Callin~ Card \\'ill never go to \\'aste. You can use it to make a call from
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INSURANCE
AGENCY

Tired of Paying High
Premiums?
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Call us for a FREE QUOTE.

We're at your service
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
~L INSURANCE

there'.'\ only one

\\':ty

to describe thl'

A1~'\T Calling Can/** in

today:.., college environment. Indispensable.

NEEDS

We' re the Family that C.ares
OON'T WAIT UNTIL TOMORROW,

IT MAY BE TOO LATE.

Special rates for young drivers

862-5554

Get an AT&T Cal(ing Card today. Cal11 800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.
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CAB is looking for student talent!
NEW YORK

DENVER

LOS ANGELES

DISCOUNTED
EUROPEAN
AIRFARES

._

Air Fares based on Round trip travel. Restrictions apply.
Limited space - reserve early!

BryansTravellnc. ~~~~
•

•

- courteous service to UCF students

9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100

_Are you short on cash?
Tax $$$ in as little as 48 hours.

TAX AND ACCOUNTING SERVICE
Electronic filing
Loans against tax refunds in 48 hours
Complete tax preparation
Special tax package rates
Complete supply of IRS forms
Complete insura·n ce, business, retirement,
· and estate planning

Sign-up fo1•: · ~

~
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• OPEN "MIKE" NIGHT
Tues, Mar. 3
· -Singers
9pm
-Comedians
Wild Pizza
-Acoustic Musicians
_-We play the music, you sing the song
(Karoake)
-Just about anything
• "Student Fest"
-All artists wanted
-Any medium acceptable
•

Stu~ent

Film Night
.
-All student films wanted

Wed, Mar. 4
10-4

SC Green
Thur, Mar. 5
8pm
Wild pizza

Call now for a

free student consultation and ask
about complete fee deferral with refund loan.
Located in the Suncrest Village Shopping
Center at the corner of Dean Road and
University Boulevard.
407-678-2829

.

•

•
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--··!·~ UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
CAMPUS Acnvnu:s BOARD

SG VANS AVAILABLE
TO ACTIVE STUDENT
I
ORGANIZATIONS
• Reservations accepted in
· advance. Completed Travel
forms must be returned 3 school
days prior to.date of depar~ure.
For Reservation Inquiries Call 823-2191 or
stop by the SQ Offices, SC 155

Hey, "Pick up the SLAC

11

1111111
ampus

iltll

Meeting: Tuesday, Feb. 18
7 pm - 9 pm, in the UDR

ALL CAMPUS LEADERS
ARE INVITED TO ATTEND!
BE THERE, IN THE UDR

m

®
•
First Come First Serve
There is a $10 Reservation fee per van.

·

STUDENT GoVERNMENT

Tk cf/1;,/t of tk !ta~,,-tf
Jason DiBona •President• Mark Dogoli • Vice President
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Miss USA finalists
preferbeingMrs. Bush
rather than president

?.AJ3or~a-tt1 ,?2

tJHo

0~~.

H

ere is a real situation. Six Miss USA
finalists were asked current event questions. This was done to see how they can
respond on their feet, or, in other words, if they can
think while on television. These women had just
gone through the oh-so grueling process of parading all along the stage to old movie tunes slowed to
a pace that even the most conservative folks would
find boring if not trite.
Most ofthe women involved in this monumental
contest could be considered either college graduates or still in college. One would conclude, however falsely, that this would have stimulated some
sort of mental abilities or that they had actually
undergone testing to get into college. But from the
responses given, we can conclude several thingsnone of them very positive.
One question was, "If you could either be the
president or the president's wife; which would you
rather be and why?" OK. From this question we'll
be able to view how the candidates feel about the
office of president and the woman's role in both
marriage and society. It should have been obvious
from the music that these women . are not the
shakers and doers of society. Instead these are
those complacent figurines who marry wealth and
squander it.
So the response th~t our wonderful candidate
gave was (in her·giddy manner): "The president's
wife, of course!" She then went on to explain that
the president's wife was a major supporting
factor in the Oval Office, as though the president
can't make decisions without first consulting his
wife. Finally she concluded with, "I'd definitely
be the president's wife!" (This was said with an
ecstatic smile.)
Great, so the women oftoday are cattle. Supposedly the role to aspire to is not to have the position
of power, but instead to MARRY a man who has
power.
Another fine question was, ''What women would
be the role model of this past.decade?" OK, this is
another good question. We can observe how well
educated she is and who she would like to emulate
in some way. Well, her response, now don't be
surpnsed, was Barbara Bush.
Great, two contestants, the top six that our 50
states can produce, both indicated that they want
to emulate a wife of a wealthy man.
That is fine as well, but what does our finalist
go on to list as Barabara's qualifications? Her
qualifications are the programs she has sup- ported. (As though the programs were not there
before she arrived.)
Why are these the women representing the
United States? These are supposedly spokeswomen. Granted they don't do a lot,.but couldn't
we at least pick a woman who looks good AND
has cognitive abilities?
The worst part ofthis is that people look forward
to viewing this program. Buy a magazine if you're
male, you'll get the same thing. If you're a woman
then view this and realize that this is what you
DON'T want to be. Actually the best advice would
be for us to either cut the program or make the
contestants take an IQ test.
News Editor
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Confetti/Collage Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director
Production Manager

Rebecca Falcon
Jamie Johnson
Jocelyn Jepson
Bridget Clark
J.C. Smith
Charles K. Morrow
Brian M. Wente
Shayne A. Strickl~nd
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Enlarged penis sure to gain respect
Chris Puchala
CAMPUS COMMENTARY ARNING: This essay may not be suitable for
the immature female min4 or those without
a sense of humor or those with moral and
ethical values. Men, you're going to love this.
Things are looking up for men these days - a
revolution in cosmetic surgery has hit the market,
guys. No more flipping through girlie magazines for
the right penis enlargement device; no more harassment from your fellow jocks in the shower; and
there won't be anymore women saying, "Is it in
yet?" or "Is that a pencil you have in your pocket?"
anymore. The time has come, gentlemen, for penis
enhancement surgery.
Move over silicon breast implants, here we come.
The whole operation takes only a couple of hours.
Fatty tissue from the wall of the stomach is sucked
out into a syringe, and then the needle is inserted
under the skin just behind the head of the penis.
Ouch! Don't worry, a local anesthetic is used
before the filling procedure.
The fat, 100 percent natural, is then inserted in
and around the penis, doublmg the diameter of the
penis. Yes, I'm talking tree trunk.
It's a dream come true, of course, for those who need
to build up their self-esteem and ego. For those who see
the operation as unnecessary, consider yourself one
of the gifted lucky.
CAUTION: There is a two-week waiting period
before trying it out for size. Premature usage may
cause sever pain and injury to the already stretched
skin around the penis.
After the two weeks are up and you feel ready, you
. may give your new and improved penis a test run. But
take it slow at first; the first trail run my hurt
during the preliminary workout - so take it easy.
WARNING: Virgins should not attempt this
at home. Women who have had only a couple
sexual experiences should use extreme c·aution or use the appropriate lubricant; and for
thvse women who have been around the block a
couple of time - enjoy.
So women, listen up, give your boyfriend or

W
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whatever a penis job.If you haven't already, do so
now. It will not only make a great gift idea for that
someone special (satisfaction guaranteed or your
money back), but it will also bring hours of passionate pleasure.
Just think of it, be the first on your block to have
your very own enlarged penis. However, this may
cause some problems with neighborhood married
women on your block. But, what the hell, it's a good
problem to ·have. And if your boyfriend or whatever
strays away - put a lock on it and keep him away
from swimming pools.
But, is all this necessary?
The question that must be asked is, "What
matters, length or width?" So, being the inquisitive person that I am, I asked 100 sexually knowledgeable women, who weren't hard to find at UCF.
Their responses: 22 percent said that length matter~d, 38 percent said that width mattered, and 40
percent were undecided (there is a +/- 3 percent
margin of error do to lying). How in the hell can
you be undecided? What is it with these women,
don't they know what they want? Apparently not.
The undecided women kept telling me that it didn't
matter how long or thick a penis was - it's how
you use it. Yeah, right!
One women I spoke to, who has a boyfriend who had
the operation, said, ~It has brought a new dimension
to our sex life." And when I asked if there was a
noticeable difference, she replied, "Hell, yes!"
These new American males, with their boosted
egos, will one day control the admiration of women
around the globe. Those damn Japanese men don't
have a chance in hell. Japan may control the world
economic market, but the American male wiil control the world penis market. What a commodity,
right ladies?
·
Americans will surely stick it to the Japanese with our
super penises (like we really had to worry anyway).
While the Japanese keep building things smaller, we
American males, with the help from friendly women,
will build bigger penises across the United States.
So, women, get out there and push' your man or
whatever to the doctor's office and make this country
stand tall again.
· - Chris Puchala i,s a senior studying creative writing
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Difference between Irish wedding and funeral just a joke
Ed.Bowes
EXTRAPOLATE HO

•

e other day I was engaging in mild, timeassingconversation with one ofmy blackfriends
n the way to class. We were basically just
chewing the fat when she all of a sudden struck
me with a question: "Hey Ed, what's the difference
between an Irish funeral and an Irish wedding?"
Being that fm part Irish, I knew I was getting the
business from my black friend.
With a grin of enthusiasm, I replied, "I have
no no idea."
"One less drunk!" she proclaimed.
rm floored every time this happens. After collecting
myself from uncontrollable laughter, I had to shoot
back: "OK, smart-ass, why do black people have
chickens in their front and back yards?"
"Hmmrnmrn ... 'cause we like fried chicken?"
- "No, dummy! To teach their kids how to walk!"
For the next few minutes we shot our racial jokes at
each other and had a hell of a good time. In fact,
whenever one of us hears a new joke about the other's
race, a point is always made to tell it. The ability to find
humor in these jokes is, of course, because we have a
friendship - just a basic friendship, not supported by
- antagonistic curiosity or jungle fever.

.
A lot of the individuals who are having such a problem of their peoples~
Another example exists in the badgering the Washwith racial language today are, in part, contributive t.o it.
There is no better catalystfor the fury over racial slurs and ington Redskins have received, just because of their
jokes than the extreme hypersensitivity that many groups name.Before the Redskins were in Washington, the
were the Boston Redskins, named after the redskin
enjoy bolstering.
.
· Language is ' the knee-jerk reactions to language bean used to make wonderful Boston-baked beans. But
when.it came time to put logos on all the helmets, it was
that perpetrate hatred and distrust.
When you were young, do you ever remember get- felt that a little bean would be in bad taste. Can you
ting angry at a peer for saying something about your imagine the jokes that would have been made about the
mother? "Hey, your fat mama wear combat boots... .t eam... (''Ya, they could just bend over and blow their
Your fat mama suck green donkey ... I saw your mama opponents off the field!").
. Anyway, Indians are faced with problems ofalcoholism,
walk the streets last night ... " Well, if you .were like
· most, you probably responded to these "insults" by · illiteracy and bad infant mortality rares. How in God's
fighting with or beating up on the individual who namedoesprotestingbaseballfans who simulate an Indian
ritual help solve alcoholism, illiteracy and bad infant
proclaimed them.
This of course is the result of immaturity and is mortality rares? On the same note, what good does it do for
usually confined to the antics ofelementary and middle the plight of some black Americans to fire Jimmy-The-·
schools. However, there are those, who for.their own Greek? It doesn't. It simply gives certain people an issue
ends, extrapolate this immaturity well into adulthood. and base from which to launch "politically correct" camThey broaden this immature sensitivity (hypersensi- paigns in order tO grandstand and celebrate themselves. .
The first and most significant step toward the unittivity) to encompass some of the most harmless jokes,
ing of different peoples is letting go ofhypersensitivity.
slurs or simple statements.
A recent example found was at the major league play- That transcends into a greater maturity for all. If some
offs and the World Series. Some nationalist American one tells a joke that is blatantly slanderous, ignore it.
Indians felt insul~ by the "infamous" Tomahawk Chop Better yet, find the humor in it and laugh.
perpetrated by devout Atlanta fans. They felt perhaps
Actions speak louder than words, and if it is just the
insultedandridiculedbythis')nockery" oflndian tradition. words that offenp you, you have, and will continue to
So, theyattackandprorestthis"chopping" actionindefence have, a problem.
·
1;A~E 'ff.IO!;E ME~L'( GFAP~fc FEPRESE~ IONS OF

'f'Rt.t"'PEr TREE LEAves,
"T"HE SLOTH~ PRIME FOO..D
SOURCE f 1MEY ASK'?

Bur 11-40SE PEOPLE
(HINf( 'TOO MUCH.

False advertising; Swedish Bikini Team didn't show up
Dave Barry

IT VOE5N'T GET
ANY BETTER~~
THAN THIS !

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

like beer. On occasion I will even drink a beer, t.o
relebrate a major event such as the fall of communism
or the fact that our refrigerator is still working.
So you'd think f d be receptive to TV beer commercials. Most of these have the same plot: Some
guys open some beers, and instantly the commercial
is overrun by friendly seminaked young women
resembling Barbie but taller and less intellectual. If
you just got here from Mars, you wouldn't know,
from watching these commercials, that beer is meant
for internal consumption. You'd think it was a chemical Hot Babe Attractant, similar to what moths use to
locate each other so they can mate. You'd think that
the Swedish Bikini Team was constantly prowling
the countryside, sniffing the air for whiff of Old
Tribune
All Rlgnts Reserved
Suburbs Of Cleveland Beer, or whatever brand it is
they're allegedly . attracted to.
tries, and fails, to jump over the pile of money that
What bothers me is, in more ways than 20 years Wheaties pays him to pretend that breakfast cereal has
of opening beers with guys, I have never seen the somethipg t.o do with' basketball ability.
Swedish Bikim Team show up. Almost always, the
And while we're ,a t it, I want somebody to explain the
teams that show up in beer-drinking situations current m~e ad campaign for Timex watches. You
consist of guys who have been playing league softball probably remember the old Timex ads, starring John
and _smell like bus seats. Maybe, to avoid misleading Cameron Swayze, in which professional watch-abuse
consumers, the beer manufacturers should be re- technicians would strap a Timex watch to a boat propelquired to make realistic commercials. For example: ler, or a jackhammer, or a British soccer fan. The watch
(As the commercial opens, some guys are sitting _would then be subjected to a severe beating, after which
around the woods, holding cans of beer.)
the technicians would hand it to John Cameron Swayze,
First Guy: You know guys, it just doesn't get any who would hold it up to the camera and say, in a dramatic
voice: "It broke." At least that's what I assume happened
better than this.
the first 35 or 40 times. But eventually they'd get
(Nothing happens.)
First Guy (raising his voice): I SAID, YOU KNOW watch that was still working; and John Cameron Swayze
GUYS,rrJUSrOOESNTGETANYBE'ITERTHANTHIS. would say: 'Takes· a licking and keeps on ticking!"
That was an advertising campaign that I could under(Nothing continues to happen.)
Second Guy: There sure are a lot ofmoths around here. stand without the aid of narcotics, in st.ark contrast to the
current Timex campaign, samples of which have been
Third Guy: This beer tastes like llama spit.
Speaking of realism in advertising, Michael Jordan sent in by a number of alert readers. These ads consist
should be required to make a commercial in which he of photographs of people wearing Timex watches; su-
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perirnposed on each photo is a· paraW-aph telling you
about some horrible thing that has happened t.o the
person. For example, one ad features a photo of .an
attractive woman, with the following paragraph, which
I swear I am not making up:- ·
"Louisa Murray was eating a sandwich when a
bowling ball fell off a ledge thr ee stories above and
hit her in the head. Doctor s gave h er a one in a million
chance, but she fought back and last spring graduated
from college. The ball did leave 'a little dent' in her
head. Louisa is wearing a striking Timex wom en's
fashion watch. It costs about $50." ·
When you, the consumer , read this, a number of
questions naturally come to your mind, including:
• There was a bowling ball on a ledge?
• Was this a suicidal ·bowling ball?
• Or was she eating the sandwich at some kind of
new theme restaurant? ("The Eat 'n' Get a Scull
Dent Cafe.")
The ad offers no explanation. Other Timex ads
feature a rock climber who "fell 85 feet and landed
on her tailbone"; a man who "was attacked by a
1,200-pound Great White Shark" that "tore open
his entire upper torso" and a scuba diver who "was
sucked into an offshore water intake pipe for a
nuclear power plant." Each victim is modeling a
Tim~x watch. I don't know about you, but the message
I get from these ads is: "Wear a Timex watch, and
something very bad will happen to you." At the
drugstore, I find myself edging away from the Timex
display case, which I figure must be a powerful
disaster magnet. Any moment a Great White Shark
could come lunging out from behind, the counter,
holding a bowling ball ·
I don't mean to suggest here that ALL advertising
is misleading or incomprehensible. There are many
informative ads for excellent products, especially
the products advertised in this newspaper, all of
which I personally recommend and endorse and use
in my home. So do my frequent house guests, the
Swedish Bikini Team.
.
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Pl SIGMA EPSILON
Great job with the SK run! Special
thanks to Craig & Bill for all of their
hard work. Keep up the good work prospective members! Don't forget Friday's
at 4:30 a the pub!!

GREEK CORNER
ACACIA
TOP 5 REASONS why Top Fives are
better than Top Tens. 5. They take too
long to read 4. They are overruled 3. Nat
X started the craze 2.1 said so 'Nutt said
and Num~r 1. Those dam Pelts use
Top 10's
DELTA GAMMA
Waya Waya Wanna-Wanna Wanna
Waya Choo Choo! Great week l:cl>E.
Thanks Mary & Mary for your hard work.
We • our coaches. Special thanks to
Howard & Greg. Save those cans!
AN11
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Our Picnic, Sunday, was a great success! Thanks to everyone who helped.
Pledges keep working you're doing terrific! Rose and Thom this weekend at the
Park.
DELTA TAU DELTA
TOP 10 REASONS .1T~ is against
censorship.
1) There would be no good rap albums
1D buy.
2) Everyone would have to read Playboy for the articles.
3) Would be a misdemeanor to wear a
1ust do if T-Shirt.
4) It would take too much time to remove banned books form libraries.
5) Idiots like Jesse Helms would make
up our minds for us.
'
6) Would be illegal to cuss out the clerk
at7-11.
7) Our Robert Mapplethorpe photo collection could not be freely displayed.
. 8) Andrew Dice Clay would be unemployed
9) The Freedom to offend large groups
of people is the foundation of this country.
1O) The First Amendment.
DELTA UPSILON
N. Carolina leadership conference Sat.
represent us well. We didn't forget you
Kappa Delta, we thought you deserved
specialrecognition, truly yours, DU.
KAPPA SIGMA
Kl: Softball keep up the hard work! M
Tourney is around the comer Everyone
find your rubbers because there is a
hurricane on the way. Alaska is cold.
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Hey .rx, granted you have beaten us a
lot lately, but obviously you have forgotten who holds the All Sports trophy and
who has won it the last 3 of 4 yrs. Hint:
They wear green and gold! (Greek athlete of the Year also.) You guys may win
it next year because IAE, Am. and us
the #1, 2, & 4 athletic fraternities are not
eligible, but good lucld AXA-the athletic,
social, scholastic, service, & leadership
fraternity of true brotherhood. Enough
said!

CLUB INFO

2Bd/2Ba Duplex for Rent w/ Washer &
Dryer. Close to school. Call 380-6410
or 381-6294.

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student dubs.
Earn up to $1000 in one week. Plus
. receive a $1000 bonus yourself. And a
2 Bedroom 2 1/2 Bath, Garage, W/D.
FREE WATCH just for calling 1-800Across from UCF. $550. 647-4949
932-0528 Ext. 65.

FOR SALE

I

A.A MEETING EVERY WED. 12-1prn
STUDENT CENTER RM 211
ATTENTION: Please DO NOT PLACE
ANY ADVERTISEMENTS OR FLYERS
ON THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
NEWSPAPER STANDSl!I If anyone's
ad or flyer is found anywhere ·on the
stands, you will be notified only ONCE
and then charged and billed for the full
page ad rate- $420!!1

ROOMMATES
M/F Wanted Share 211 House; 15 min
from UCF Quiet, $220 + 1/2 utilities Call
John 365-3420
MF Nonsmoker 2Bd2Ba Apt AltSprings
$250+ 1/2 util Pool . etc. 3805967/
2950992 .
Roommates wanted 2Bdrms. Available
in 4Bdrm. Home Pool, HBO W/D, near
Aloma & 436 Non-smoker $325 671 ~
7970
Open Minded M/F to share 3 Bdrm 2
Bath Brand New Custom Home. Near
UCF. No Pets Study/Den Incl. $300 +
1/2 amenities. JIM 381-0479
Responsible M/F Roommate Needed to
Share 2Bd1Den2Ba $265 + 1/2 Util. 5
mi from UCF Call 282-3419
MINS, dog friendly for 2b/2b condo w/
dishwasher, micro, wash/dry, pool, &
tennis courts. Located @ Curry Ford &
(436) Semo ran for $250 + 112 util.
Phor:ie 384-7250 or 851-7523 after 5pm
M/F Roommate Needed to share a new
2Bed, 2bath DuBlix Huge Bedroom w/
inside Bath W/D Must be dean Call Bill
679-4812

FOR RENT
MOVE IN SPECIAL! Put down a security deposit on 2-bedroom, 2 bath Colonial Pointe Apartment i,efore February 29, 1992, and save $50 a month for
the first 12 months! Call for details, (~7)
679-6061.

COMPACT DISC/RECORD SHOW
1000's of Collectable CD's & Records
for sale. March ·1, 1992 1Oam-5pm
Howard Johnson's, 1-4 & Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL Info: 407-282-9540
Trundle Bed, couch w/ sleeper and reclining·chair. Best offer, must sell. 3811721.
For Sale: All purpose, new tables Superb Deal only $15 Call now at 4257020 or 381-9153 any time
Baseball, FBall, BBall, & Hockey Card
Collection for Sale for only $400! Includes Hoops 1· Robinson, Stadium
Club, unopened boxes, sets, & more.
Call Bill at 380-3439.
Full Size Kenmore Washer and Speed
Queen Dryer (like new) $250 each or
$400 both Call 366-8944
SIS Waterbed w/ headboard $125. also
ferret for sale 381-4565, Beverly

Ford Escort GT 86 1/2. A/C. Radio
Cass. 5-Sp. Black. GO K Miles. $2990.
282-0739

88 Suzuki Samurai: 2 Tops, Runs great,
AM/FM Cassette ·$4000/Best Offer.
275-6418 Ask for Jay
86 Suzuki Samurai Hard Top Am/Fm
Cassette 3200 obo Call 8923-7285
CRX Si 87 5 Speed Sunroof Cruise
Control AC AM/FM Cassette Ex Condition $5450 Call 671-6942
1982 Toyota Celica Good Cond. Icy Al
CAM FM Stereo $1750 obo 384-9533
Jess

HELP WANTED
RPS needs PIT Package Handlers from
3-7am $7 per hr Call 297-3715

FOR RENT: 2br 1 ba House $575. 1br
1ba apt. $390. Both very nice. Near
Rollins. Call Steve 647-8638.

Make up to $5000/mo. or more recording video cassette tapes. FREE DETAI LSI CALL TODAY! (813) 852-8837
(ExtJH 13)

DON'T

THORNTON DESIGN GROUP
382-0190
WORD PROCESSING-$3.00/page
DESKTOP PUBLISHING-$10/pg & up
Spellcheck ~ Proof Session
31/2 Diskette~ Grammarcheck

Real Estate Developer Needs PIT Administrative Assistant Approx. 20 hours/
week. $7.00/hr, Flexible Hours, Interesting Work, Rare Opportunity, Must Be
Able To Draft Basic Floor Plans, Have
Basic Knowledge of Residential Construction, And Have Reliable Transportation. Start lmmed. Call Jonn, IPS,
(407)422-1000.

*** WP, EDmNG: APA, MLA, etc.
366-0538

WOROMASTERS
Excellent Sales Opportunities Avaitabi.e
for mature students. Must have depend-·
able transportation. No sales experience
required. Paid Training. 407-294-8n9
10-2P.M.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTfisheries. Earn $5,000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Over
8,000 openings. Male or Female. For
employment program call 1-206-5454155 ext 1381
Wanted Hardworking and motivated
Student (Marketing/Sales) for Part-time
Work (15-20hrs) hour1y rate plus commission. Call John at 657-0115. Hours
9am to 5pm Mon.-Fri.

2n-96oo

Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
Word Perfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.

PLASMA DONORS SAVE LIVES
Earn up to $100 per month for 2 visits
per week/New donors or absent for six
months bring this ad for $5 bonus/Student appointments avail. Smoke Free
Environment/Community Bio-Resources Inc. 1122 W. Church St. Orlando
841-2151Mon-Thur6:30-6:00 Fri 6:304:00 Sat 6:30-12:00

LOWCOSTWORD PROCESS SERVICE:
no job is too large or too small,
1-2 cents/word,
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL, 24 HRS,
407-423-8078.

LIFEGUARDS WANTED:. Please contact Tracey 382-4019 Leave Message

KCO INC Typing/WP/DP/$1.50-$2.00
7440 Universify Blvd-Call 678-6735

Summer internship available! Gain practical management experience in your
hometown. All majors may apply Call
now 1-800-443-3059.

Slow, Sloppy, Typist. Can't Spell.
NOTll
Papers Typed Quickly & Expertly.
Everything laserprinted. 249-2543
Word Processing WP51 PC-Scripe
24 PIN & laser Printing
Reports Theses Term Papers Resumes
Delivery <;ervice Available for
UCF Area
657-9035

WANTED
Wanted 1 or 2 SKIERS to Share Condo over Spring Break (Sdays/5 nights)
at Snowshoe, WV. Very inexpensive.
Call Chad at 657-1750 for details, dates,
and prices.

LOST&FOUND

Chevy ·Beretta GT 88. A/C. Radio, cass .
equalizer. 5-sp $5250/offer 282-0739

Townhouse 2Bedrm 2Bath Washer/
Dryer Very clean Available now 6577598

PHI DELTA THETA
Softball today at5. Social with the ladies · Duplex 2Bdl2Bath Sherwood Forest
of zrA Wed. 7pm. Softball on Thursday $4 75/Month + $500 Deposit or
at 5. House clean-up is on Sunday. $525/Month +NO Deposit
321-1163 or 331-9334
Hockey season is just around the corner. Gretzky+hemieux="$·.
3 Bdrms 2 Baths near school Sussex
Place $590/monlh + $250 Deposit Move
Pl BETA PHI
In by March 1st &Get 1/20ff 1st Month
4 more days until CRUSH. To all our Call 381-9228 & Leave Msg. ·
mystery dales, We bet you .can't wait!
Congrats everyone on a great Queen of House3Bedrm 2balh, 1700sq. ft. WILLA GROVE Subd. Off Tuscawilla Rd
Hearts Weeki IAEs, IX. 4.M looking
Near Schools. $780 mth. lease Reqd.
forward to FRIDAY!
Families· ONLY. 679-0266

TYPISTS

AUTOS
69 Dodge Dart 2 Door, some rust, good
mechanical shape, good tires. You can
driv~ to California. but won't impress
the Homecoming Queen. $800 6288031

8

\

Found 1 pair of Ladies Eye Glasses,
Ceba- II, 2nd Floor, Call Lauren 3225641 for more info

I

SERVICES
I

OTHER

RESUME HOUSE-professional resume
development services by mail. Call 1800-637-9675 (extension 823).

I

SPEND SPRING BREAK
in the BAHAMAS for $299
Call: 384-7014 Today

Apply now for 6wks of ARMY ROTC
Leadership Training during summer 9~
-with pay and no obligation. Earn college
credit and $600-$700. GPA 2.5 SAT
1000 Call 823-5383.

Interested in extra income? Earn while
you learn. Call 831-7889 or.365-1703 for

appt

3yr. Scholarship Applica~ons available
now!. Apply before Feb 21. GPA 3.0
SAT1000 Covers Tuition, Books and
$100 a· month spending money. Call
CPT Lemelin 823-5383 for more information.
Money for College-Guaranteed!! Undergrad, grad, athletic funding searches.
Call 1-800-669-9419.

CUSTOM RESUMES
Two hundred resumes for one job!
Stand out from the crowd.
Say it right! Get the interview!
Twenty year personnel professional
No hype, no big bucks. Free updates.
No cost consultation-830-5694

Do you need a Photographer?
Eastern Photo
·
Formals/Banquets/Parents Wkds. etc.
390-4097 Call Today!

LONELY• 's
Wanted for breeding: Male AKC Golden Retriever. 6n-584o

I

PERSONALS
LADIES

Earn extra money modeling alone or
with gir1friend, must be attractive with
good figure. Discretion assured by generous photographer. Send PIP T&M Box
2135 Bunnel, FL 32110
Thank you , Ted May
BRETT-What the hell was that Sun.
night? Where'd you pick her up S. OBT?
Explain yourself tonight in the W. Pizza Movie, "School Daze• two shows6:30&9pm Pick
jerk -BARBIE

one ,

DRUNK!!

the local scene
.>

Ami~ the glowing neon of Highway
192 in Kissimmee, across the street from
an ABC Liquor and Billy Boy's Fruit,
stands a medieval castle and village,
where artisans practice their crafts and
, knights joust to protect their honor.
Tourists can step out of the world of
discount T-shirts, plastic fruit and time
share salesman to enjoy a first-rate diner
and witness a show including horses,
swords, good and evil knights, ajousting
tournament and a climatic battle to save
7
the kingdom.
But just what is this other magical
kingdom that treads so close to the do1
main of the sacred mouse? It's Medieval
Times Dinner and Tournament.
It's hard not to be cynical about another themed attraction in Central
Florida. With Disney World, Sea World,
Shell World and Flea World all staking
claim to the area, who remembers the
Real World?
But ifyo1:1just look beyond the thousands of businesses battling for the almighty tourist dollar, you will be swept
into history and get a pretty good dinner
out of it too.
The Bill of Fare, or menu as we call it
here in the 20th century, features fresh
vegetable soup, spare ribs, a herb-basted

potato and a whole roasted chicken. Even
Henry VIII would have walked away
from the table wit\l a full stomach. However, you'll have to eat this food without
the aid of utensils because, let's face it,
Knight's really didn't give a damn about
etiquette.
The eating conditions, however, di·stract from the good food. Narrow bleachers crammed with about 900 guests line
each side of a narrow tournament field.
Try not to get stuck in the middle of a
section or you will have to crawl out of your
seat to use the bathroom. Also, try to make
sureyouknowthepeople sittingnext to you
because you will be scraping e1bows.
The bleachers are divided into six cheering sections, one for each of the colored
knights: green, red, blue, red and yellow,
black and white and yellow. Guests are given ca:rdbQard crowns an~ have the
option of purchasing colored banners to
help cheer their knight to victory.
. The knights entertain the crowds with
toumainents events such as jousting, javelin throwing, ring spearing and dueling.
OK, sometimes the fighting has all the
realism of professional wrestling, but for
the most part it's fairly entertaining.
Although Medieval Times hopes to
sweep its guests back to northern Spain

The blue knight batttes the black and white knight for supremacy in the
tournament finale at Medieval Times in Kissimmee. <etiar1es K. MorrowJFuruRE)
and southern France in 1093 AD., certain distractions for convenience should
be noted. Taped music blares from large
speakers hanging over the tournament
field and the Bill of Fare is printed on
paper napkins. Maybe the place could
make more of an effort to conceal the

Now Open!

modem technology that makes the show
possible on a daily basis, although the ·
modem bathrooms are probably greatly
appreciated.
Anotherproblem withM~evalTinies
MEDIEVAL continued page 11

· Consider This:
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Overseas Trav

Open 4pm til ???

Living Expen
Located in the EepnoLodge Unjyersjtv Inn. 11731 E. Colonial Driye

-(comer of AfafayaTrail and E. Colonial Drive)

Orlando's Newest, Most Exciting
·
Gathering Place

Medical and ~~Ai

Wide Screen tv - Come Watch the. G~mes
Dance Floor - Swing and Sway With a Live DJ
Be~utifully Renovated - Luxurious Decor

Student Lo
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As a special introduction to the ladies of UCF
•
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IADIES DRINK FREE

I
I

From 9-12 Tuesdays February 18 & 25
·

MUST PRESENT COUPON, MUST BB 21
PROMOTION GOOD FOR WBIJ. BRANDS, WINI! & BEER

I

·

I

····························-~
Meet Us At Friends • A Sparkli~g Idea

Thursday, FeL,ruc:iry 20th
lnform:ition table: Breezeway by Boo
9:30 PM to 3:30 FM
Friday, February 21st
Interviews: c:areer Resource Center
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AHEAD
l'uesday, Feb. 18

•••••••••••••
"School Dance" p.m. SAC.

6:30 and 9

Wednesday, Feb. 19

•••••••••••••

Steve Lawrence and Eydie

1

2

8

9

1 5

1 6

2 2
2 9

2 3
3 0

1 1
1 8

2 5

Gorme - 7:30 p.m. Peabody
Auditorium. $22-$28.
Dinosaur Jr. and My Bloody
Valentine - 8 p.m. Beacham
Theatre. $12 advance, $14.50 at
the door.

Friday, Feb. 21

•••••••••••••

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Look out forDoo Doo

5

4

3

1 0
1 7
24

1 2
1 9

2 6

1 3
20
27

going t.o keep getting weirder,
what the hell, why don~t I get in
I love rap music. It is funky, on it. Below is a list of some rap
fun and most of all it is a form of names thatl have come up with.
music that has evolved over a • Pookey and Beans.
10-year period to become a ma• Dat Crazy Caucasian.
jor force to be reckoned with.
• DoctorConceptionDeception.
Lately though, there has been
• Move over Rover.
an awful trend in rap mu- ........ /:. . . . .
•I 8 Your Mama.
"'
sic. I turned on the radio :;::/ff=~{h:::::
• Drippy Gooey and In

David J. Shoulberg

''The Illusion" - The University of Central Florida Theatre
production of Pierre Corneille's
work translated by Tony
Kushner. 8 p.m. Also Feb. 22,
26, 27, 28, and 29 at 8 p.m. and
23 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $7 and
are not sold in advance.
Marky Mark & the F:unky
Bunch - 8 p.m. Tupperware
Convention Center Auditorium.
$19.75
AHEAD continued page 12

:::=:::tn~~ <11~ '~,, ;~~ce.

exploits of 'Doo Doo ··::\. \J:.::>:::'.l_/·=·· •Jean Pool.
B:own.' Wh~t the hell ~f''!.:~~~
MC Velvet Smile.
·::·:·
•Black Out.
kindofname1s'Do0Doo
• Nonoxydol 9 with Rogaine. i
Brown?' Did his mother name
him Doo Doo? Did his parents
• Africa Chevrolet.
have a feces fetish?
If names in rap music are
B-SIDE continued page 12 ( ·
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TRAVEL STUDY
ABROAD
Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures
Office of International Studies
Programs for American undergraduates of accredited
Colleges and Universities

•

Non-residents of the state of Florida
pay same tuition rate as resident

•

Regular University of Central Florido
application not required.

•

•

• Fully completed applications due:
U.S.S.R.
March 25, 1992
Canada and Spain April 1, 1992
Germany and Italy May 10, 1992

Make your own flight arrangements
or let us make them for you.

For further information and application write:

Official University of Central Florida
transcripts will be issued and will be
transferable to any U.S. institution.

Dr. Anthony Cervone, Coordinator
Summer Study Programs Abroad
University of Cen1rol Florida
Deportment ot Foreign Languages and Li1erafures
Orlando , Fl 32816·0348
I>
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.. MEDIEVAL
FROM PAGE 9
is the price. Each guests pays
$28 plus tax, roughly the same
price as a day at Disney. But at
least the price includes the food,
drinks and a quality show. True,
it's not the place to go on a recession budget, but it may be worth
saving up for if you want to get
away for an evening.
For an additional $2, guests
can walk through Medieval Life,
an "authentic replica" (a really

overused themed-attraction
phrase) of a medieval village.
The buildings in the village contain medieval artifacts and artisans who demonstrate carpentry, metal working, glass blowing, pottery and other crafts.
One section features an array of
medieval torture devices along
with explanations on how they
were used.
Overall, Medieval Times
would be fun to go to if you
have the extra cash. Shows
run Sunday through Friday at

------.--=--------JAMAl----CA---,
SPRING B·REA K

•

4lt~~.~1••11liirm-FREE Grand
Beach· Parties~
~
• OCHO RIOS on TUESDAYS
• MONTEGO BAY on WEDNESDAYS
• NEGRIL on THURSDAYS

..

.

Games, Competition and Prizes plus

VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

If

11

8 p.m. and twice nightly during
peak periods.
Reservations are required so
call in advance and keep an eye
out for coupons in tourist-oriented publications.
- by J.C. Smith
~~$.~~$~$$.~~~~~"$~

:=.: : : ·:•: :·•*~1,:~:r11:i:p: ff!i•t;G·~~·i• .: :•: :
::·:·.::::·":1:..i[!J:,.:.: ;:.: lf4~t~tl~ijilj:;1.:;:i.: .~:j: :1:. : .•: :.:·:·

~iflllll

Guests can watch skilled
artisans practice their"
crafts at Medieval Life
before venturing to the
c~stle, where they can .
cheer their knight to victory. (Chari.es K. Morrow/FUTURE)

DEPOSIT

JAMAi""

""

t:r

Great Beaches
1000's of Students
, Big Name Reggae Music
party Atmosphere <no 1tge limit)
LOW COST FOOD & DRINK

FREE entrance with student ID

3 nts.

f~om $254 ea. with AIR

Miami, (micmk M· Th), Quad, Add $25 for Orlando (Sixi. &Thur

Spring Break-"Jammln' In Jamaica"• Pick-up your copy NOW
ALL WAYS TRAVEL
6978 Aloma • 678-7888

TRAVEL CONNECTIONS UNLIMITED
University & Goldenrod • 679-5499

CREATIVE DESTINATIONS
CALL NOW! • 332-4499

TOURS OF THE TROPICS TRAVEL
5003 Old Cheney at Colonial • 273-0103

UNIGLOBE THE TRAVEL CONNECTORS
10073 University Ave.• 679-6889

You can

I

to an

Orlando Premiere
. SHOWING ,
WEDNESDAY, fEBRUARY 19

at 8:00 p.m.
You could win a pair of tickets to a special
advance showing of Roger Spottiswoode's
"STOP! oR MY MOM WILL SHOOT" _
courtesy of

The Central Florida Future. ·
Fantasy Fun: Who would you choose as your
mother .if you could have any mother in the
universe.
Just stop by The Central Florida Future editorial office ,(located next to the art domes on
campus) today only and let us know who you
would choose .and why?
Hurry. Tickets are limited and will be awarded
on a first-come, first-serve basis.

1

\

I#

f
I
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I!
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B-SIDE
FROM PAGE 10
•
•
•
•

Amniotic Sackers.
MC Malt Lick-her.
9 milli meteorite.
Afro Eclipse.
Ifl had more time and more
space, I would go on, but l

think you get the drift. Rap is
def, but some of the rappers
seem to be getting their names
off of cereal box list of ingredients. Ultimately this all doesn't
matter if the music is good and
if 'Doo Doo Brown' doesn't get
arrested for public defecation.
Peace, Homey.

Sunday, Feb. 23 ·

AHEAD

•••••••••••••

FROM PAGE10

Saturday,Feb.22

•••••••••••••

3rd Annual Orlando Metal Festival - 3:30 p.m. Nuclear Assault, Deicide, Obituary, RippingCorpseandothers. Beacham
Theatre. $13. 50, $16 at the
door.

Tribute to the Martyrs, a Cultural
MusicRenaissance-1-6:30 p.m.
Minimum of ten bands (islands,
soca and reggae). Arts, crafts and
prizes. No coolers. L-Och Haven
Park. Free admission.

Pink Floyd 'The Wall" and 9 p.m. SAC.

6:30

.HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP!
HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP!
HELP!
HELP!
HELP
HELP
HELP
Tests. papers, jobs. decisions,
HELP roommates, relatlonships, self-esteem,
HELP
too much to do in too little time?
tould. you use someone to talk to?

HELP
HELP
HELP
STRESSBUDDIES have been
HELP
HELP especiall~ trained b~ the Counseling Deci't. HELP
HELP to be good listeners and help ~ou sort HELP
HELP through ~our troubles. Call us tada'J! HELP
HELP
HELP
HELP BIOFEEDBACK is a program designed far HELP
HELP students with stress-related symptoms... HELP.
HELP tension headaches. stomach problems, ~est HELP!
HELP anxiety, trouble sleeping. 8 week sessions HELP
HELP

HELP

SEEKING KUWAITI STUDENT
WHO MAY BE_-INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING
IN A BUSINESS VENTURE IN KUWAIT

Contact Michael Miller: Tel. 859-8638
'

c,,

HELP!
HELP!
HELP!
HELP!
HELP!
HELP!
HELP!
HELP!
HELP

.

HELP

HELP

Professional MASSAGE, special low rates.

HELP· Vaur CAMPUS WELLNESS CENTER:.. 823-5841
HELP!
HELP!
HELP!
HELP!
HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP!
HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP! HELP!

HELP
HELP
HELP
HELP
HELP
HELP.
HELP!

.

Sometimes to-do your best work,
all you need is achange ofscenery.
The new Apple® Macintosh® PowerBook"' computers
give you the freedom to work anywhere you want, any
time you want.
They're small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful
enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're
affordable, too.
They run virtually .all Macintosh software. And can
run for up to three hours on a single battery charge.
They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory and
come standard with plenty of hard disk storage.
The Apple SuperDrive™ disk drive reads from and
writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks-

allowing you to exchange information easily with
almost any other kind of computer. Add SoftPC and
you can run MS-DOS programs, too.
With built-in AppleTalk®Remote Access software
and a modem, you can use a PowerBook to retrieve
files from your project partner's Macintosh without
leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer_
without leaving your room.
·
There are three models from which to choose:
the PowerBook 100 is the lightest, most affordable
PowerBook, the PowerBook 140_offers higher

-1.:

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrive disk drive,
and the PowerBook 170 is the highest-performance
PowerBook. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit
screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system
software innovation-System 7. And their ergonomic,
all-in-one design makes them comfortable to useno matter where you do your best work.
See the PowerBook computers at our place today,
and while you're'in, be sure to ask us for details about
the Apple Computer Loan.
There's no telling where a PowerBook could
take you.

It's the next thing.

For further information visit UCF <:omputer Sales Office
in our new location next to the Biology Building
Open Mon-Thurs 8:30am-4:30pm and Fri 8:30am-4:00pm
or ~Michael Pridemore at 823-5434

1
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Sports unimportantin big picture
Jamie Johnson
FREE THROWS
drove in from Atlanta
with my new fiancee on
Saturday afternoon and
smiled as the Orlando skyline
became visible on the horizon.
Home sweet home, I thought
innocently, unaware that a
sinister plot had overtaken
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . the city during my absence.
Since I arrived here as
sports editor of this magnificent composite of journalistic
COUNSELOR/TEACHERS
integrity, we have set the goal
of bringing this community a
true understanding and artistic appreciation of the fasciIf you enjoy the outdoors. are
Child care experience/college
nating world of sports. We now
adept at camping, hiking and
degree is preferred.
receive calls and letters from
sports activities, and can
We offer a starting salary of
foreign
dignitaries and world
positively influence people, we
$14,664, plus room & board, and
invite you to pursue a rewarding
leaders
who voice their apcomprehensive benefits,
future as one of our Counselor/
preciation of the sports page
including life/medical insurance,
Teachers. As a leader in quality
we put out.
prnd vacations and holidays.
programs for youth-at-risk, we
For consideration, please call
Just the other day, George
have immediate LIVE-IN
our Staff Recruiter at
Bush
said to Barbara, "Hey
pos1t1ons available in our
1111!111111 1-800-222-1473 or send
honey,
I wonder what sports
year-round wilderness
your resume to: ECKERD
will
be
like in the future?"
camps in FL NC, TN, RI, VT
FAMILY YOUTH ALTERNATaken
completely
out of conand NH. You'll be a role
TIVES, INC., Attn: Staff
model for troubled kids,
text,
and
if
we
capitalized
'fuRecruiter, P.O. Box 7450,
ages 10 to 17, which
ture,"
one
could
easily
beClearwater, FL 34618-5420.
requires an excellent
lieve he was asking his wife
1mm1111n An EOE,M/F. Drug-free
attitude and strong
workplace.
how our sports page was doing.
1111111111111
communication skills.
l!lilli.l1iill-i
There is also a rumor that
Gorbachev came into our office
recently to apply for a job as a
writer. Raisa is now working as
a bag girl at Piggly Wiggly on
BREAK THE CYCLE: CHANGE YOUNG LIVES.
Alafaya and Colonial.
Yet apparently while I was

I

l

THERE ARE REWARDS ...

..

•

M
--

...AND THEN THERE ARE REWARDS.

1i

out proposing in Atlanta, this
whole thing has spun completely out of control. Believe it or not, sports have
become too popular and important here in Orlando!
The six o'clock news is filled
with the Olympics, terrible
travails of the Orlando Magic,
reports on why Canseco is
ramming his car into his
wives' car and, of course, there
is the horrid subject of Mike
Tyson's rapidly falling star.
Here locally, news ofwhether
UCFisleavingtheSunBelt, the
UCF athletic deficit and the
mediocre play of UCFs teams
has taken center stage.
I realize that I just got engaged and my perspective is
through the rosiest of lenses,
but let us take a look around
and get real for a moment.
The development of solid fan
support for all of our athletic
programs is vital to this
school's growth academically
as it brings in revenue and
provides this institution with
a national identity that will
attract quality students and
professors.
Yet for sports to become the
focus rather than just an entertaining diversion on this campus is tragic.
As you walk from class to
class down the cement paths
between the buildings across
this campus, you are brushing
up against and walking past the

future ofnot only our nation but
the world. If education has any
worth, it should be to equip us to
leave a significant mark on a
world desperately in need of a
life preserver.
If your education equips you
only to finance your own comfort ana provide you with polished Porsches, you have failed.
You have failed the rest of
the world now crying out for
solid leadership as they attempt to provide order and
peace in the midst of utter
chaos.
Look to the disbanded Soviet
Union as it's people quiver and
attempt to dodge the devastation that has dismembered their
lives.
Look to Latin America as
they attempt rise from the poverty and violence that has
haunted them throughout history.
Look to Haiti or to her people
as they attempt to flee from the
horrid conditions they suffer
through.
Look somewhere besides
yourself; turn off your TV
and get busy. Without making
a difference, our knowledge
will be useless.
Sports is sports. Death is
death. Apathy is criminal.
Gorothegames. Cheerforyour
teams. Enjoy the nobility of competition and excellence but put it
all in perspective. Jump out ofthe
stands and inro the arena of life.

14
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UCF first baseman Kiki Antonini picks off a Rollins baserunner during Sunday's 9-5
victory over the Tars. The Knights are 4-3 for the.season. <M1c11aa1 DeHOoSJ'FUTURE)

BASEBALL
FROM PAGE 16
0 lead. Freshman center fielder
Tony Marrillia led offthe inning
the Knights by driving a
double to the left-field wall.
Lynch then bunted Marrillia
over to third while beating the
throw to first. Mottola drove a
line drive double down the right
field line and drove in Marrillia.

for

LYNCH
FROM PAGE 16
"Ty is the best type ofleader.
He possesses a great combination of intensity and enthusiasm," senior catcher Glen
Richardi, also one of the leaders of the team, said. ·
"He is not the type to yell
and scream. He leads by ex-

First baseman Kiki Antonini
singled in Lynch, and designated
hitter Paul Carapresso followed
with a sacrifice fly to centerfield.
ThefollowinginningtheTars
scored two runs on a Robert
Crews homerun and followed
with another run the next inning to tie the score at three.
Mottola broke the tie in the forth
with a line drive that sailed over
the left field wall for his third

home run of the season.
. Starting pi:Ch~r Jimmy Still
pitched four mmngs and ga':e
up four runs. Anthony Laszruc
came in to start the• fifth• inning
•
and earned the Wlil, givmg up
only one run in four innings.
Shortstop Greg Castaldo led
of the fifth inning with a 405foot homerun that towered over
the centerfield wall for his first
of the season.

ample; if you follow his lead
you are going to be a winner
both on the field apd in the
classroom," Richardi added.
·So far this season, Lynch
has proved to be a leader on the
field by going 12-29 so far
with five extra base hits and
tieing for the team lead in
homeruns with power hitter
Chad Mottola at three.

Last season Lynch led the
team with 11 triples, hit .34 7
and already has three triples
in this young season.
"So far this season I feel
great at the plate. Right now ·
up, but hitting is like peaks
.and valleys; all I can hope for
is to stay consistent, which I
was fortunate enough to do last
year," Lynch said.

rm

: Buy One, Get One 50% Off :
I
I
I

When you purchase one food item, receive the
second entree of equal or less value, for half price.

I
·1

,

:lease present coupon when ordering. Not valid in combination with other
dJScounts or special offers. No cash value. Limit 1 coupon per party per visit.
w~
Valid only at the following Wag's:

&

I

•

FAMl~Y

10615 E. C.Olonial

Uru'on Park

RESTAURANTS

LExprres April 30,1992

I
I
I

I
I

·

I
_ _ .J

Phone ahead for pickup 281-1344

- - - ------ - - - - - - - - -

SALES - SERVICE - RENTAL
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

. a..\\l..-

ATTENTION .
,.
STUDENTS INTERESTED IN
APPLYING FOR AIR FORCE R.O.T.C. !!!
If you are interested in applying for the two year
Air Force R.O.T.C. program and thought it was too late,
YOU'RE WRONG Ill Applications are currently being accepted
in the Biofogy Building, Rm. 306. Contact Captain Owens,
at 823-1247, immedlfltely for further details Ill

{.

l£ADERSHIP (XCELLENC( STARTS HERE

Come out and support
Black Heritage Month

Now open 24 h<fil~S
We know that there are times when
you '11 find yourself working around
the clock to get an important
project completed on time. And
that's why we're open 24 hours a
day... every day. -

The Quest Theatre m s

IMIH••@
·
t 7 p.m in the SCA on Saturday
February 22

1

Prices: , ·
•students free .w/validated ID
· ·adults $7
•children 5-12·are 4

CAB

~~ ....................JI.A......,,. • .,,...........,.....
fl.,h
Ii
..................~,,.:r'".•JI.•
•.•.·.~
fl.,h
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL fLORIDA
CAMPUS AcnVITIES BOARD

.s___

.............

Save50%

1 per hour on Macintosh rental
I
I Come into the Kinko's listed between lOpm and 7am and save
on in-store, self-service Mac~Los~® computer rental time. One
I coupon per customer. Not vahd with other offers. Coupon

I

good through April 30, 1992.

I Open 24 hours
I 658-9518
I 12215 University Blvd.
I (Acro~s from UCF)

•:l!~
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kin'~ .-s~ l~: i
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l~:i~
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the copy center IIfl!l!
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UCF/Altamonte Mall Scholarship Gala
to benefit scholarships for deserving UCF students

drop

•

to the tunes of 1950s Rock 'n Roll performed live by:

Coasters Sample Delicious Treats of Central Florida's finest restaurants in:

Taste Sensations
Other entertainment to include :
.
• Silent Auction
•Music by UCF's Jazz Lab & Percussion Ensemble
• Mannequin mode.ling of next season's h9ttest items

Join us for a celebration of good food. and

AltaDlonte
Sunday, Fe
6:30 to

"'
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• "''•"'" .·
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.
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Bo ·Ga1TZ

Candidate for the Presidency of the United States
will be on campus

Sunday, February 23rd
6·:30 pm - · 10:30 pm
.

.

.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

'

m
Al:IMlyaodSc...00:.l'tt
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UCF baseball bounces back with two wins
Mottola hits for the
cycle to tarnish Tars

Lynch overcomes size,
controversy to lead UCF

by Jason Lesko

by Jason Lesko
STAFF REPORTER

STAFF REPORTER

After a sour weekend at The Olive Garden Classic last weekend that saw the UCF
baseball team drop three offour games, the
Knights tumedarowidand whipped crosstown rival Rollins College this weekend 10-

5, 9-5.
The Knights (4-3) rocked the Rollins
pitching staff, exploding for 28 hits in the
two-game series.
"Our bats came to life this weekend; we
didn't expect tO have this much offense and
power production at the beginning of the
year. Thehitt.ersarereallycomingthrough,"
assiStant coach Terry Williams said
Saturday at Rollins the Knights were
paced by third baseman Ty Lynch who
went 3-4, driving in three runs and scored
twice.
"He had an incredible weekend. He was
the spark plug to the .victory .Saturday,"

Williams said
Right fielder Chad Mottola, who went24 with three runs batted in, started the

Knights' scoring attack with a first inning
dinger over the left center field wall. Shortstop Greg Castaldo followed in the second
inning with a run scoring single.
Winning pitcher Jules Van Landuyt
threw six innings, giving up six hits, striking out seven and only allowing three runs
-all in the third inning giving Rollins the
lead 3:-2.
"I hadn't pitched in eight days and
.couldn't seem to get into the groove,"Van
Landuyt said.
The Knights then shelled Rollins pitching, knockingninehltsin the remaining six
innings, scoring two rwis each ·in the forth
and sixth innings, scoringoncein the eighth
and then adding three rwis in the ninth.
Sunday the Knights rolled over the Tars
(3-2). Mottola went 4-4, including accomplishing a rare feat -hitting for the cycle.
'This was the first time I have ever had
someone hit for the cycle. It was great to

Its a shame that controversial people
are the ones that get all the attention,
and the ones that do their job consistently are seldom heard· of.
University of Central Florida senior third baseman Ty Lynch falls into
this category. He consistently does what
is asked of him and more but with all
likelihood will be overlooked in the
1
upcoming draft in June.
>
"I hope to continue playing next year
in the minors. rm just looking for a shot
to show what I can do," Lynch said Lynch lacks the physical attributes
(he's small and lacks speed) necessary to advance past the collegiate level "
but overflows with desire in his heart,
and the big leagues are filled with
people with big hearts.
He has earned the respect of his teammates and coaches. Head coach Jay Bergman named Ty team captain, wanting the
younger players 'to follow in his lead
"He is a tremendous player that will
do whatever it takes for us to win,"
Bergman said.
A Fort Lauderdale native, he was
recruited by Nova University and
Valencia Community College out ofhigh ~
school. He opted to play at VCC where he
--- hit .362 ·h is second year and went 610 in the state tournament and caught
the eyes of the UCF recruiting staff.
"I really like it here both academically and socially. fm glad I decided to
come here," Lynch said.
Not only is he a leader on the field,
but he is a leader in the classroom. He
carries a 3.5 grade point average as a
UCF third baseman Ty Lynch fields a ground ball during Sunday's
finance
major and was named an Acavictory over Rollins. Lynch vvent three for four saturday. (Michael o.Hoog/FuTURE)
demic All American for his efforts.
The players look to him as their leader; '·
watch," head coach Jay Bergman said
The Knights started the scoringin the
they
all
a strong admiration of him.
"It was one of those freak things. The bottom of the first and jumped off to a 3balls just happened to fall in the .right
'
LYNCH continued page 14 '
place; it feels great," Mottola said.
BASEBALL continued page 14
./I
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" Lady Knights annihilate lady Cajuns
by Jenny Duncanson

One of the keys to this win was UCFs ability to
come up with the rebounds. Coley made 12 and Kala
Climbing out of holes is not easy. But the Lady Loomis made eight of the 46 rebounds for the Lady
Knights did it, coming back from a four-point half Knights. Defense accounted for 36 of those rebounds.
time deficit to claim victory over the University of
This is the fourth conference victory for UCF,
Southwestern Louisiana, -84-63.
matching UCF's conference record from last year.
The opening tipoff was controlled by the Lady
"We're playing right where I would like us to be,"
Cajuns, but it was UCF's defense that made the game Falkenberg said. "We're getting better and better every
what it was. UCF head coach Gail Falkenberg felt that game. We've been very pleased with the five starters and
it was the defense that caused them to be on the losing two subs off the bench, Dauria and Johnson."
side at the break. But it was also the defense that
The five starters, Rhodes, Coley, Green, Loomis, Batz,
brought them back to the victory.
mmunt.ed for 185 of the 200 minutes of tot.al playing ·
"We were not playing good defense in the first," time. They also made the 17 stmls for UCF. Coley and
Falkenberg said. "But in the second we held them for Rhodes lead the scoring with 24 and 22 points, respecsix minutes without allowing a basket."
.
tively. Coley is OOttling for the title of conferenoo leader
The Lady Knights held a small lead for most ofthe first in scoring and Rhodes is fourth and moving up. Green and
half, but never by more than six. Just before the break Batz both scored in the double digits with 10 a piere.
the Lady Cajuns put on the pressure and took control of
The one problem ·F alkenberg says the team is still
the lead to go up by fow at the half. Freshman Tamika having is in the area of turnovers. UCF has one of the
Coley had 14 first-half points and four rebounds.
highest number in the conference and they added 21
Soµthwestem· Louisiana maintained the lead for the more in this game.
first four minutes in the second period witil Deli>y Batz
"We take a lot of chances and fast break a lot, so
sank a basket tot.ie itup..Brinda Green made a layup to give · we're going to have a lot of turnovers," Falkenberg
UCF the lead and the Lady Knights never looked oork.
said. "But other than the first half [of this game], we
After keeping the Cajun offense scoreless for six have been playing excellent defense, that's why
minutes, the Lady Knights held a 14-point lead. UCF we've been doing so well."
and Southwestern Louisiana traded several baskets
Falkenberg will hope her defense keeps up the good
and then extended their lead in the last two miriutes work as they go on the road to t.ake on No. 1 nµiked Lady Knight's forward Rolanda Rhodes b~
to end the game up by 21.
Western Kentucky Friday.
away in the open court. (Michael o.HoogFuruRE)
STAFF REPORTER
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